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Abstract. Two time-space tradeoffs for element distinctness are given. The first one shows T2S = 
fl(n 3) on a branching program using minimum operations. By a result of Yao (1982), this implies 
the same bounds for linear queries. The second result extends one by Duffs and Galil (1984) who 
constructed a Boolean function that requires T2S = f~(n 3) on a k-headed Tuffng machine. Here 
it is shown that their proof also holds for element distinctness, a more natural problem. 
1. Introduction 
Resource tradeoffs are fundamental in the understanding of basic notions in 
low-level computational complexity. As lower bound arguments, they overcome our 
inability to prove single-resource nontrivial ower bounds. Time and space, being 
two of the most common resources, are the principal targets of such tradeoffs. A 
time-space tradeotI may be viewed as a time lower bound when the space is restricted. 
From the structured viewpoint, several results have been obtained for a number 
of natural problems. Tompa [6] obtained quadratic tradeoffs for arithmetic problems 
(such as FFT) in oblivious models by using pebbling arguments and ~uperconcen- 
trator properties. For nonoblivious models of computation (e.g., branching pro- 
grams), Borodin et al. [3] obtained f~(n 2) tradeoffs for sorting on comparison-based 
branching programs. Following that, Yao [7] generalized the result o linear queries 
and, perhaps urprisingly, to the minimum operator. The sorting results were all 
obtained using a technique developed in [3]. The key idea is to define a proper 
notion of progress any computation path must attain in order to give a correct 
answer. For the sorting problem, the notion of progress was defined to be the number 
of ranks outputed by the program. As the outputing of ranks actually occurs, the 
progress is explicit. 
Efforts concentrated on proving the same bounds for a (0, 1)-valued function 
where any notion of progress is inherently implicit. In [2], Borodin et al. succeed 
in proving a T2S =l'~(n 3) bound for element distinctness (i.e., given {x~,..., x,} 
from a linearly ordered set, determine if xi # xj for i #j) .  
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From the Boolean viewpoint, very few results are known. Borodin and Cook [1] 
proved an f~(n2/log 3 n) tradeoff or sorting on a Boolean branching program. For 
(0, 1)-valued functions the situation is not as nice. One of the few results known is 
due to Duris and Galil [4] who constructed a function which requires T2S = fl(n 3) 
on a k-head nondeterministic Tuffng machine. 
In this paper, we shall give two tradeoffs for element distinctness. The first one 
extends the result of Borodin et al. [2] to allow queries of the form min{xi, , . . . ,  xi,}. 
The second one shows that the result of Duffs and Galil also holds for element 
distinctness, a more natural problem than the one considered in their paper. 
In what follows, we shall prove the following two theorems. 
Theorem I. Let M be a time T, space S min-branching program deciding element 
distinctness on n elements taken from an arbitrary linearly ordered set D with IDI ~> n. 
Then T2S = fl(n3). 
Theorem II. For all k, there exists a constant Ck depending only on k such that, for 
all n, any k-head nondeterministic Turing machine accepting distinctness on n elements 
taken from {1, . . . ,  n} requires TE s = Ckn 3 log n. In fact, the result holds for a more 
general device than a Turing machine. 
2. Theorem I
2.1. Preliminaries 
Let D be an arbitrary linearly ordered set. We consider the language ED~ ~ D" 
defined to be {x e Dnlxi ~ xj for i #j}. We say that x = (x~, . . . ,  xn) ~ ED,  is ordered 
by a permutation ¢r if x,~(1) <" " • < x,~<,); in that case we say that x is of type 7r. 
2.1.1. The model 
A min-branchingprogram is a single source DAG where each sink node is labelled 
by {accept, reject} and each non-sink node is labelled by some S c_ {1 , . . . ,  n} with 
IS[ + 1 outgoing edges labelled by S u {" = "}. Given x e D n, the computation path 
followed by x is defined in the usual way: having reached a node labelled by some 
S, the path continues according to the outcome of the query min(xil i ~ S) where 
the outcome is defined to be "="  if the minimum is not unique. A rain-branching 
program accepts a language L_  D" consisting of all x e D ~ whose computation 
paths lead to accepting nodes. 
For a given branching program M, we define time T to be the length of the longest 
path in M and space S to be log( # nodes in M).  For a motivation on the definitions, 
see [1]. 
2.1.2. Partial orders 
In this section we shall give some basic definitions and state a borrowed lemma 
about partial orders. 
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A partial order P on a set X = {x l , . . . ,  x,} is a transitive relation on X such that 
(x,  x~) is not in P. We say that {x < y} if (x, y) e P. A set I _= (X x X)  of consistent 
inequalities defines a partial order P by taking its transitive closure; in this way we 
say P =/ .  For a partial order P, define N(P)  as the set of linear extensions of P 
A min-query min(x~ [ i e S) with outcome xj as defined in Subsection 2.1.1 induces 
a partial order Ps = {{xj < x~}li ~ S-{j}}. Similarly, a computation path ~- induces 
a partial order P~ = (")s~ Ps. Let x e ED, be of type It. It is clear that ~r determines 
the path followed by x in any min-branching program. We can then conclude that 
x of type 1r follows ~" iff ~ e N(P~). 
Let I I (X)  be the probability space of all n ! permutations of X taken with equal 
probability. A partial order P may be considered as an event of H(X)  (whose 
probability is N(P) /n l ) .  For a given event E in I I (X)  and a partial order P, 
Pr( E I P) is defined as ( N(  P) n E)/  N(  P). 
Let P be a partial order on A u R We say P is slanted on (A, B) if P c~ (B x A) = ~. 
P is 2-covered on (A, B) if P c~ (A x A) and P c~ (B x B) are total ordedngs of A 
and B respectively. Finally, P is 2CS on (A x B) if P is both slanted and 2-covered 
on (A x B). 
In what follows, we shall compute probabilities of the form Pr(a < b lP). Intui- 
tively, an event of the form {a < b} will be more probable if we know that P c~ (A x B) 
is large while P r~ (B x A) is small. With this in mind, we state the following useful 
lemma of Graham, Yao and Yao [5]. Let Z, W be partial orders on A u B. Suppose 
that Z and W are identical with respect to A and B respectively, i.e., Z c~ (A x A) = 
Wc~ (A x A) and Z r~ (B x B) = Wn (B x B). We say that Z is more A-selective than 
W if Zn(AxB)D_  Wn(AxB)  and Zc~(BxA)c_  Wc~(BxA) .  Clearly, if Z is 
more A-selective than W, then W is more B-selective than Z. 
Lemma 2.1 ([5]). Let Z, Wbe 2-covered on (,4, B), Z more A-selective than W. Then, 
for any I c_ (A× B), P r ( I [Z)  ~ > Pr(I[ W). 
We state the following easy lemmas for later use. Let S be a probability space 
and let A and B be events from S. 
Lemma 2.2. A ~ B ~ Pr( A ) <~ Pr( B ). 
Lemma 2.3. Let {Si}, i = 1 , . . . ,  r be any partition of S. Then, for any A c_ S, Pr( A ) <~ 
maxi Pr(AI S~). 
2.2. Main lemma 
Definition 2A. Let P be 2-covered on (A,B);  A={a~<. .  "<at} and 
{bl <" • • < bin}. Let ~ ~ N(P) .  We say ai is No-good in 1r if rank(ai) I> No and 
(i) a~ is adjacent to a~+l in or, or 
(ii) there is a j such that a~ is adjacent to bj in w and {a~ < bj} is in P. 
B= 
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To motivate this definition, we recall that the key idea of the proof in [3], as 
stated in the introduction, is to define a monotone notion of progress. In our case, 
for any ~', progress will be defined as the number of No-good elements in w. In 
other words, we would like to say that in a partial order P induced by 'not too 
many' min-operations, the fraction of permutations consistent with P with 'many' 
No-good elements is 'small'. This is the main purpose of our main lemma in Section 
2.3. First we prove the following lemma. 
Aux i l ia ry  lemma.  Let P be 2CS on (A ,  B ) ,  A = {al <" " • < a,} ,  B = {b~ <-  • • < bin}. 
Then, for all k distinct 1 <~ i~, . . . , ik ~ t, 
k 
Pr( ai, is No-good for l = 1 , . . . ,  kl P) <~ 
Proof .  In what follows, we shall think of A as the set of'winners' of t min-operations. 
For convenience, we define bm+~ = oo so that x < bm+l for every x e A u B. We shall 
follow a technique developed in [7]. 
W.l.o.g., assume i~ <. . .  < ik. Denote the event {a~, is No-good} by El. If a~, is 
No-good because of Definition 2.4(i), call El of type I; otherwise call it of type II. 
The probability we are interested in is 
Pr (Ek IP )Pr (Ek -~[P  ^ Ek)  " " " P r (E , [P  ^ Ek  A"  " " ^ E2) .  
It suffices to show that, for all/ ,  
Pr (E t IP^Ek^. . .^Et+I )~ . (1) 
We shall treat (1) separately according to whether Et is of type I or of type II. 
Yao [7] showed that (1) holds for the case where Ez is of type II. We shall concentrate 
on the case where El is of type I. 
Let k' >1 1 + 1 be the smallest number such that Ek, is of type II; k' = k if no such 
Ek, exists. I f  Ek' holds, then aik, and bjk, may be viewed as a single element. Let P' 
be 2CS on (A', B') where A'= {a l , . . . ,  at,}, t '<~ ik,; B '= {b l , . . . ,  bm'} with m'=jk, 
and P'  equivalent o P restricted to (A', B'). El is independent of any ordering of 
{a~k,+x,..., a , bj~,+l,..., bm}. This implies that 
Pr(E~IP ^  E~ ^ . . .  ^ E~+,) = Pr(E~I P'). 
For any j>~ No- i t ,  let F~j be the event {a,,> bj} and F2~j be {a,,+,> bj}r~ 
{bj+x > aie.~}. Let S = [.-Jj;-No-i~ F2~j • {F2~j} is a partition of S and Et C_ S. By Lemma 
2.3 we have 
Pr( E~]P') ~ max Pr(E~IP' n F~j). 
J 
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Let jt be that j where the maximum occurs and let F't - F [ j ,  for r - 1 , . . . ,  2 and 
Ft = ["~,~2 ~F~. Then E! _c Ft and, by Lemma 2.2, 
Pr( E, ] P' r~ F~) <~ Pr( F~ [ P' r~ F~). 
By the definition of Ft, we get 
Pr(Ft I P '  nF2)~Pr (F ] lP  'raFt). (2) 
Let P"= [P ' \ (A  x B)] n F! 2. P" is more B-selective than P'ra F~. By Lemma 2.1, 
it follows that the rhs of (2) is smaller than 
Pr(F]  I P" ) . (3) 
On P", air-1 is smaller than anything in R = {a/~-2, ••. ,  at, b~-l, • • •, bin'} an d bigger 
than anything in L = {am,.. . ,  a,p bl, • • •, bj,}. This in turn implies that (3) is indepen- 
dent of any ordering of R. From this observation it follows that 
( i t -  1-+jr' I
jt / it t 
Pr<F IP")<- li,÷h  -< " []  iz+jz No 
/ - I  
\ j r~  
Main lemma. For all [3, there exists an a such that if T is a min-branching tree of 
height t <~ a ~,  then, for all s, the fraction p of input permutations ~for which the 
partial order PT induced by T on ~r contains at least s comparisons of adjacent pairs 
(x, y) such that rank(x) >~ fin is bounded by p <~ (~)s. 
Proof. An arbitrary path z of T contains at most t min-queries, say min(xj [j e S~), 
i= l , . . . , t  and S~_{1, . . . ,n} .  Let A={x[x=min(xj [ j~S,)  i= l , . . . ,  t} and B= 
X - A. P~ is slanted on (A, B) and P~ c~ (B x B) = 0. 
Consider any extension PA of P~n (AxA)  and any ordering PB of B, say 
A = {a~ < a2<"  • • < a,} and B = {bt < b2<" • • < bn-t}. It suffices to show that the 
lemma is true for P= P~c~ PAn PB- P is 2CS on (A, B). Note, however, that 
candidates for adjacent pairs are only from (A x A)u  (A x B). This implies that 
{x < y} is counted as an adjacent pair if x ~ A and rank(x) i> [3n (i.e., if x is [3n-good 
in ~r). 
Let No = g~ The fraction p is then defined as 
t 
E Pr(a,z is N0-good for 1 = 1 , . . . ,  k] P) (4) 
k>s l~i1,...,ik~! 
Using the auxiliary lemma and easy calculations, (4) may be rewritten as 
('I( oI (II  o [] 
k>s I£ k>s k>s 
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2.3. Proof of Theorem I
As stated in the Introduction, the key idea developed in [3] and later in [1, 2, 7] 
was to define a measure of progress for any branching program deciding ED,. 
Consider x ~ EDn of type ~r. ~r determines the computation path ~" which ends in 
an accepting node. It is easy to see that P, must contain {x,~¢o < x~<~+l)} for 1 ~< i <~ 
n - 1; otherwise, we can set x,~(o = x,~<~+t) and still follow the same path ~- accepting 
a vector not in ED,. Using min-operations, it is easy to make comparisons between 
low-ranked inputs. The observation made by Yao [7] was that inducing comparisons 
between adjacent high-ranked elements is hard. By our main lemma, we know that 
a 'short' min-tree does not make much progress. We continue as in [2]. 
Proof of Theorem I. Let fl = ~ and let a be as in the main lemma. Consider M in 
stages t = a ~ steps long. Let qi be the fraction of permutations for which the 
partial order induced by a path of M up to stage i, contains at least iS comparisons 
of adjacent pairs with rank bigger than/3n. 
We claim that qi <~ i(½) s and prove it by induction on/.  When i = 0, the inequality 
trivially holds. Suppose the claim is true for i. Stage i+ 1 contains at most 2 s 
branching trees. By the main lemma, the fraction of permutations which make more 
than S progresses is at most (¼)s for any single tree. This gives us q~+l ~< q~+2s(~) s 
and, by the induction hypothesis, qi+l <<-(i+ 1)(½) s. 
Since T i> n, we can assume S/> log n. By the claim, q~ < 1 as long as i <~ (n - fln)/S. 
This implies that there must be at least ( n - fin)~ S stages o that T >~ a ~r~( n - fin)~ S 
or, T2S=~'~(n3). [] 
We note that, for S(n)= O(n), the result is tight as we can sort, and therefore 
decide ED,,  in T(n) = O(n). However, for small space, i.e., S(n) = o(n), we believe 
TS = l'l(n 2) and thus, the tightness of the result does not hold. 
Having proved Theorem I, we proceed to show that a similar tradeoff holds also 
for linear-branching programs. A linear-branching program is a branching program 
where each non-sink is labelled by a linear query l(x) of the form Y,~s A.,xi - c: 0, 
A~ # 0, S ~_ {1 , . . . ,  n} with three possible outcomes: "<0" ,  "= 0" or ">0" .  Computa- 
tion paths and the language accepted by such devices are defined in the usual way. 
We shall sketch the proof of the following corollary, details in [7]. 
Corollary 2.5. Let M be a time T, space S, linear-branching program deciding EDn. 
Then T2S=I-I(n3). 
Proof  (sketch). Suppose there is a linear-branching program M for EDn with 
T2S =o(n3). The idea is to properly choose a set DM = {81 < ' ' "  < 8,} such that, 
for x ~ D~ c~ EDn, 
(i) no l(x) in M has outcome "= 0", and 
(ii) the outcome of l(x): 0 depends on the sign of the coefficient of min(x~ [ i ¢ S) 
in l(x). 
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For such DM, we can transform M into a rain-branching program M'  such that M' 
decides element distinctness on n elements taken from DM and T2S = o(n3), contra- 
dicting Theorem I. [] 
3. Theorem II 
3.1. Preliminaries 
Let M be a k-head nondeterministic, nonuniform Turing machine with state set 
Q = {q l , . . . ,  qo(,)} over 2~ = {0, 1}. Actually, our devices are stronger than Turing 
machines as we do not put restrictions on how M accesses its work tapes. Time 
T(n) is defined to be the length of the longest computation path for any w ~ 2~*. 
Space S(n) is defined as k log n + log(Q(n)). Intuitively, space is Cobham's capacity 
plus the space needed to record M's head positions. Note that, for Q(n)> n, 
S(n)=O(log Q(n)). 
At any point of time, M may be at any of its internal states. An internal 
configuration is a k+ 1 tuple ( ih . . . ,  ik, q), where 1 ~</j ~< n is the position of the 
jth head of M and q ~ Q is the state M is currently in. Let Q(n) = Q(n)nk; then 
S(n) = log (~(n). For a particular w ~ •*, let Cz be an internal configuration of M 
at time l when started with w. 
We consider the following language: 
ED, = {w = x l . . .  x,]xi ~ {1, . . . ,  n} and xi # xj for i #j}. 
We encode xi with [log n 1 bits by using a binary representation and prefixing it 
with enough leading zeros. Note that Iw[ =O(n log n). For simplicity, we give our 
tradeoff in terms of n; the result should be interpreted accordingly. As an additional 
remark, we note that we can relax the restrictions of our encoding by using dollar 
signs between the xs and by giving away the log n factor in the result. We restate 
Theorem II. 
Theorem II. For all k, there exists a constant Ck depending only of k such that, for 
all n, any k-head nondeterministic, nonuniform Turing machine accepting ED, requires 
T2S >~ Ckn 3 log n. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem H 
The proof is essentially as in [4]. Our contribution is to show that the same 
arguments can be applied successfully to element distinctness. We first sketch the 
proof informally: We assume that T2S is small and derive a contradiction. The idea 
is to show the existence of a set S'___ ED.  such that the computation of M on any 
two words in S' is somehow 'similar'. I f  S' is big, we show the existence of two 
words w~ and w2 in S' which we can cut and paste together to form a word w3 not 
in ED, but accepted by M. Formally, the proof goes as follows. 
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Proof of Theorem H. Let M accept ED, in time T(n) and space S(n). Choose 
d= 48 k , g = [.T(n)J (5,6) 
. .  -Z t and let w = x~...  x, = y~ zlY2g 2 . Y/s, where 
Y i  ~ X2( i - l )g+l  • • • X(2 i -1 )g ,  Z i  ~--" • (2 i -1 )g+l  • • • X2ig, 
with the number of y~s as large as possible and z) properly defined so as to overcome 
divisibility problems. Note that each yj and each zj, except for the last, contain 
exactly g xis. We abuse notation and view the ),is as either strings of xs or as sets 
of xs, Obviously, n and g determine f and 
n 
f~> -1 .  (7) 
2g 
To prove the theorem it suffices to show 
>fge log n 
T(n)S(n) 16k2 (8) 
Without loss of generality, assume T(n) ~ dn2/5 log n, so g~> 5 log n. We shall 
use the following easy facts: (1) ( f )<2 */2, and (2) (~g) > 2 g. 
Consider the sequence of internal configurations in any accepting computation 
on a string w ~ ED.: 
Col- C~-""  .l_ Cr, r<~ T(n). (9) 
A configuration C~ is called important due to head i because ofyj if at step ! head 
i is in yj and, if 1> 1, then, for all 1'< ! such that head i is in y~ at time 1', there 
exist 1' < 1" < l such that head i is in Yk (k # j)  at time r'. Note that 
(1) C~ can be important due to several heads, 
(2) Co is important due to all heads because of y:. 
Fact 3.1. I f  12 > 11 and Cll, Ct2 are both important due to head i, then 12 >~ 11 + g log n. 
(head i must cross a zj). 
Fact 3.2. The number p of important configurations in (9) satisfies 
kT(n) (10) 
P~< g log n 
The sequence of important configurations completely determines the behaviour 
of M's heads with respect o the yjs and, therefore, determines the pairs (/,j) such 
that yi and yj are scanned simultaneously b any two heads. 
For 1 <~j ~<f, let tj be the number of important configurations because of Yr- 
Clearly, ~=~ tj ~< kp and, therefore, the number of yjs with t~ <~ [2kp/f] is at least 
If/2]. Easy calculations using (5), (6), (7), and (10), give (see [4]) 
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which in turn gives two indices (i o, j o) such that y~ and YJo are never scanned 
simultaneously and, moreover, t~<~ [2kp/fJ and tjo~< L2kp/fJ. Call such pair a 
critical pair. We want to show that there are not too many sequences of important 
configurations because of a critical pair. We have 
(19_) 
since any (/, j) may be critical and, for such ( i , j ) ,  there are ¢~(n) possibilities for 
each of the 4kp/ f+ 1 important configurations because of (i, j). 
Define the (i, j)-deletion of a string w ~ ED, to be the string obtained from w by 
taking Yi and y~ from it. It is not hard to see that, for any (/,j), the number of 
different (/, j)-deletions of strings in ED, is 
n! n! 
(13) 
since (~S)gtg! strings in ED,  have the same ( i, j )  -deletion. 
From (12), there are n l/2 s critical (/, j ) -pairs with the same sequence of important 
configurations. From (13) we can conclude that there is a critical pair (io, jo) with 
at least 
n!/2 8 (2g)t 
m 
nt/(2g)l  2 s 
strings with the same (/o, jo)-deletion. Furthermore, there are strings wt and w2 in 
ED, such that 
(1) wl, w2 are both critical with respect o (io, jo); 
(2) wl and w2 have the same (/o, jo)-deletion; 
(3) wl and w2 have the same sequence of important configurations because of 
(io, jo); 
(4) y~ny~, ,~fL  For b = 1,2y~ is the yJh block of Wb viewed as a set of xs. 
To see (4), notice that (2g)t /2s> (~g). 
• We are now in position to 'cut and paste' wl and w2. Define w3 to be exactly like 
wl except for yj,, where w3 is like w2. Formally, 
w3 = y~zl x 2 1 , . . .  y~oZ~.., yjoZ~.., y /z / .  
Consider an accepting computation C as in (9). We say that Ci J-" • • ~-C~ is a 
jo-segment if Ci is important because of YJo and j is the smallest I such that Ct is 
important because of y~; j = r if no such I exists. C can be divided into jo-segments 
and non-jo-segments. Let Cwx be the accepting computation of wx, x = 1, 2. In C, 1 
and C,,~, corresponding segments start and end with the same configurations (because 
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they are important). Consider a new sequence C~ obtained by replacing j0-segments 
in Cwl with the corresponding jo-segments in C~. It is clear that C~ is an accepting 
computation of w3, because in a jo-segment y~ is never scanned. We get our desired 
contradiction as w3 is not in ED, (recall (4) above). [] 
4. Conclusion 
The problem of proving a nontrivial tradeoff or a Boolean predicate on a Boolean, 
nonoblivious, nonsequential access model of computation remains open. In this 
paper, we studied the element distinctness problem, as of today, a classic in low-level 
complexity. First we gave a tradeoff on a quite powerful structured but nonoblivious 
and random-access model. On the other hand, we gave a similar tradeoff for a 
Boolean, nonoblivious but semi-sequential device. We feel that successfully solving 
the general question requires new, stronger techniques. 
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